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This paper is devoted to the uniqueness of discontinuous solutions to the
Ž .Hamilton]Jacobi]Bellman HJB equation arising in Mayer’s problem under state
constraints. We use two types of discontinuous solutions, bilateral solution and
contingent solution, and show that they coincide with the value function for state
constraints that are backward invariant and forward viable. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Mayer’s problem under state constraints
X¡ ƒw xx t g F t , x t a.e. in 0, T ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xg t , x t F 0 ; t g 0, T ,Ž .Ž .~ ¥min c x T 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s j ,Ž . 0¢ §x ? g AC 0, T ,Ž . Ž .
where
T ) 0,
w x n nF : 0, T = R § R ,
g : R = Rn “ R,
j g Rn ,0
n  4c : R “ R j q‘ ,
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Ž . w xand AC 0, T is the set of absolutely continuous functions from 0, T to
Rn. Here the sign ‘‘§ ’’ means that F is a set-valued map.
Ž .The value function associated to the problem 1 is defined by
w x nfor all t , x g 0, T = R with g t , x F 0,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
V t , x s inf c x T ‹ x ? g S g x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 40 0 w t , T x 00
where
X¡ ƒw xx t g F t , x t a.e. in t , T ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
g ~ ¥w xg t , x t F 0 ; t g t , T ,Ž .Ž .S x s x ? g AC t , TŽ . Ž . Ž . 0w t , T x 0 00 ¢ §x t s x .Ž .0 0
3Ž .
Ž . g Ž .If g F 0, we use the notation S x instead of S x . We setw t , T x 0 w t , T x 00 0
V t , x s q‘ if S g x s B.Ž . Ž .0 0 w t , T x 00
w x n nWhen the images of F: 0, T = R § R are nonempty and bounded,
w x n nwe define the Hamiltonian H: 0, T = R = R “ R by
² :H t , x , p s sup p , ¤ . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .¤gF t , x
Consider the Hamilton]Jacobi]Bellman equation
› V › V
y t , x q H t , x , y t , x s 0,Ž . Ž .ž /› t › x 5Ž .
V T , x s c x when g T , x F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
The theory of viscosity solutions introduced by M. G. Crandall and P.-L.
Lions is well adapted to the Hamilton]Jacobi]Bellman equation and
Ž w x.thereby to the optimal control theory see 7, 13 . In the theory of viscosity
solutions, the differential is replaced by the notions of superdifferential
Ž .and subdifferential which we denote by ‘‘› ’’ and ‘‘› ,’’ respectively andq y
Ž .continuous solutions are admitted. A continuous function V ?, ? is a
viscosity subsolution if
; p , p g › V t , x , yp q H t , x , yp F 0Ž . Ž . Ž .t x q t x
and, respectively, viscosity supersolution if
; p , p g › V t , x , yp q H t , x , yp G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y t x
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Ž .A continuous function V ?, ? is a viscosity solution if it is both a viscosity
subsolution and viscosity supersolution.
In general the value function is not continuous. For this reason, we need
to extend the notion of viscosity solution. In fact, for state constrained
problems, the value function is merely lower semicontinuous. E. N. Barron
and R. Jensen modified the notion of viscosity solutions for the semicon-
Ž w x.tinuous functions see 4, 5 . Such a modification implies that a lower
semicontinuous function V is a solution of HJB equation if for all
Ž . Ž . Ž . x w np , p g › V t, x and t, x g 0, T =R , we havet x y
yp q H t , x , yp s 0Ž .t x
nand for all x g R ,
V 0, x s lim inf V t , x ,Ž . Ž .
qt“0 , x“x
V T , x s lim inf V t , x .Ž . Ž .
yt“T , x“x
In this case we consider only the subdifferentials and the inequality is
replaced by the equality.
Ž w x.By using the contingent derivatives see 9, 11, 12 , H. Frankowska
proved that a function which satisfies the contingent inequalities, for all
Ž . Ž .t, x g Dom V ,
0 F t - T « inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0, 6Ž . Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
0 - t F T « sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0, 7Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Ž .¤gF t , x
has the properties of the value function, i.e., it is nondecreasing along
solutions and is constant along at least one solution. She proved also the
Žequivalence between the bilateral solution and the contingent solution a
lower semicontinuous function is called the contingent solution if it
Ž . Ž . Ž w x..satisfies the inequalities 6 and 7 see 12 .
In this article we follow the approach of H. Frankowska under the
additional constraints of the type
g t , x t F 0 ; t .Ž .Ž .
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2. SOLUTIONS OF HJB EQUATION
2.1. Preliminaries
Set
w x nV s t , x g 0, T = R ‹ g t , x F 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
V s x ‹ g t , x F 0 , 0 F t F T , 4Ž .t
1 w x 1L 0, T s f : 0, T “ R ‹ f g L and f G 0 a.e. . 4Ž .q
 4DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a normed vector space, w : X “ R j q‘ ,
Ž .¤ g X and x g Dom w , where0
Dom w s x ‹ w x / "‘ . 4Ž . Ž .
The epigraph of w is defined by
Ep w s x , l g X = R ‹ w x F l . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
The hypograph of w is defined by
Hyp w s x , l g X = R ‹ w x G l . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
The contingent epiderivative of w at x in the direction ¤ is defined by0
w x q h¤ X y w xŽ . Ž .0 0
D w x ¤ s lim infŽ . Ž .› 0 Xq hh“0 , ¤ “¤
and the contingent hypoderivative of w at x in the direction ¤ is defined0
by
w x q h¤ X y w xŽ . Ž .0 0
D w x ¤ s lim sup .Ž . Ž .x 0
Xq hh“0 , ¤ “¤
Ž .Let E be a normed vector space and K ; E. The contingent cone T xK
to K at x is defined by
dist x q h¤ , KŽ .
T x s ¤ g E lim inf s 0 .Ž .K ½ 5q hh“0
Here we present the hypotheses which will be used below in different
results:
Ž . Ž . w x n Ž .H1 For all t, x g 0, T = R , F t, x is nonempty, closed, and
convex.
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Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . w xH2 There exists k g L 0, T such that, for all t, x, y g 0, T =q
Rn = Rn,
5 5F t , x ; F t , y q k t x y y B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
 n 5 5 4where B s x g R ‹ x F 1 .
Ž . 1 Ž .H3 There exists l g L 0, T such thatq
5 5sup ¤ F l t .Ž .
Ž .¤gF t , 0
Ž . 1 Ž .H4 There exists m g L 0, T such thatq
5 5 5 5sup ¤ F m t 1 q x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .¤gF t , x
Ž . n Ž .H5 For all x g R , F ?, x is measurable.
Ž . Ž .H6 c ? is lower semicontinuous.
Ž . Ž .H7 g t, ? is lower semicontinuous.
Ž .H8 F is continuous.
Ž . Ž .H9 F ?, ? is Lipschitz.
In the following theorem we give a sufficient condition for existence of
optimal solution.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose H1 , H2 , H3 , H6 , H7 . If t , x g0 0
Ž . g Ž .Dom V , then there exists x g S x such thatw t , T x 00
V t , x s c x T .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
2.2. Definitions of HJB Equation’s Solutions
In general the value function is not a classical solution of HJB equation.
Therefore we need to define nonsmooth solutions.
n  4DEFINITION 2.3. Let w : R “ R j "‘ be an extended function and
n Ž .x g R be such that w x / "‘.0 0
The superdifferential of w at x is the closed convex set defined by0
² :w x y w x y p , x y xŽ . Ž .0 0n› w x s p g R lim sup F 0 .Ž .q 0 ½ 55 5x y xx“x 00
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The subdifferential of w at x is defined by0
² :w x y w x y p , x y xŽ . Ž .0 0n› w x s p g R lim inf G 0 .Ž .y 0 ½ 55 5x y xx“x0 0
 4DEFINITION 2.4. A lower semicontinuous function V: V “ R j q‘
Ž .is called a bilateral solution of HJB equation 5 if
V T , ? s c ? ; x g V andŽ . Ž . T
x w; t , x g Dom V such that t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž .
; p , p g › V t , x , yp q H t , x , yp s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y t x
; 0, x g Dom V ,Ž . Ž .
; p , p g › V 0, x , yp q H 0, x , yp G 0Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y t x
; T , x g Dom V ,Ž . Ž .
; p , p g › V T , x , yp q H T , x , yp F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y t x
 4DEFINITION 2.5. A lower semicontinuous function V: V “ R j q‘
Ž .is called a contingent solution of HJB equation 5 if
V T , ? s c ? in VŽ . Ž . T
; t , x g Dom VŽ . Ž .
0 F t - T « inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0Ž . Ž .¤ g F Ž t , x . ›
0 - t F T « sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .¤ g F Ž t , x . x
In the above definitions the function V is lower semicontinuous. Actu-
ally the value function is lower semicontinuous.
Ž .THEOREM 2.6. Let V be the ¤alue function with the assumptions: H1 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 , H3 , H5 , H6 , H7 . Then V is lower semicontinuous and takes the
 4¤alues in R j q‘ .
The proof of this theorem proceeds in the usual way and is omitted.
In the following sections we may always assume that V is defined on
n Ž . Ž .R = R by setting V t, x s q‘ whenever t, x f V.
2.3. Contingent Inequalities
THEOREM 2.7. Let V be the ¤alue function with all the hypotheses of
Ž .Theorem 2.2. Moreo¤er suppose that F ?, ? is upper semicontinuous. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t , x g Dom V such that t - T and F t , x is bounded, we0 0 0 0 0
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ha¤e
inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
Ž .Proof. Fix such a t , x . By Theorem 2.2 and the property of value0 0
g Ž .function, there exists x g S x such thatw t , T x 00
w xV t , x s ¤ t , x t ; t g t , T .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Ž .Because F is u.s.c. and F t , x is bounded, F is bounded on a neighbor-0 0
Ž . Ž .hood of t , x and thereby x ? is Lipschitz at t . Hence there exists0 0 0
M ) 0 such that for all h sufficiently small,
x t q h y x tŽ . Ž .0 0 F M .
h
Therefore there exists h “ 0q and ¤ g Rn such thatn
x t q h y x tŽ . Ž .0 n 0 “ ¤ .
hn
w xOn the other hand, Theorem 3 in 1, p. 21 implies that for all « ) 0, there
exists N such that for all n G N,
x t q h y x t 1Ž . Ž . t qh0 n 0 0 n Xs x s dsŽ .Hh h tn n 0
g F t , x q « B.Ž .0 0
Ž .Hence ¤ g F t , x q « B for all « ) 0. Since « ) 0 is arbitrary and0 0
Ž . w xF t , x is closed, we deduce from Lemma 1.1.9 and 2, p. 18 , that0 0
Ž .¤ g F t , x . Furthermore0 0
V t q h , x t q h y V t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 n 0 n 0 0
D V t , x 1, ¤ F lim infŽ . Ž .› 0 0 hn“‘ n
s 0.
Ž .Hence we have 8 .
It is not difficult to prove the following lemma.
Ž . Ž . w x n Ž .LEMMA 2.8. Suppose F t, x is closed for all t, x g t , T = R , F ?, x0
1 Ž .is measurable, there exists b ) 0, and k g L 0, T such that for almost allq
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .t g t , T and for all x, F t, x is nonempty and F t, ? is k t -Lipschitz on0
Ž . Ž .x q bB and F is l.s.c. at t , x . Then for all ¤ g F t , x , there exists0 0 0 0 0
Ž . XŽ .t ) t and x g S x with x t s ¤ .1 0 w t , t x 0 00 1
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Ž .THEOREM 2.9. Let V be the ¤alue function. Suppose H9 and that for all
Ž . w x n Ž . Ž .t, x g 0, T = R , F t, x is nonempty and closed and for all t, x g V,
 4y1 = yF t , x ; T t , x . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . V
Ž . Ž .Then for all t , x g Dom V such that t ) 0, we ha¤e0 0 0
sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
Ž .Remark. If g is continuously differentiable and for all t, x g V, there
exists ¤ such that
› g › g
t , x q t , x , ¤ ) 0Ž . Ž .¦ ;› t › x
and
› g › g
t , x q inf t , x , ¤ G 0,Ž . Ž .¦ ;› t › xŽ .¤gF T , x
Ž . Ž w x.then 9 is verified see 2, p. 123 .
ˆ n nŽ . Ž . w xProof. Fix such a t , x and ¤ g F t , x . Define F: 0, T = R § R0 0 0 0
by
Fˆ t , y s yF T y t , y .Ž . Ž .
Ž .By Lemma 2.8 there exists h ) 0 such that h - t and the solution y ? of0
the problem
X ˆy g F t , y a.e. in T y t , T y t q hŽ . 0 0
y T y t s xŽ .0 0
Xy T y t s y¤ .Ž .0
Ž . Ž .By setting z t s y T y t , we have
Xz t g F t , z t a.e. in t y h , tŽ . Ž .Ž . 0 0
z t s xŽ .0 0
Xz t s ¤ .Ž .0
Set
X w x nV s t , x g 0, T = R ‹ g T y t , x F 0 . 4Ž . Ž .
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˜ X nDefine F: V § R = R by
˜  4F g , q s 1 = yF T y g , q .Ž . Ž .Ž .
We can verify easily that
˜ XXF g , q ; T g , q ; g , q g VŽ . Ž . Ž .V
˜and F is Lipschitz. Hence we can apply the Invariance Theorem to the
following problem:
X ˜g , q g F g , q , T y t F t F T y t q hŽ . Ž . 0 0
g , q T y t s T y t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Then
g t , q t s t , y t , T y t F t F T y t q hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0 0
is a solution of the problem. Hence
g t , q t g VX ; t G T y t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
i.e.,
g T y t , y t F 0 ; t G T y t .Ž .Ž . 0
We deduce that
g t , z t F 0 ; t y h F t F t .Ž .Ž . 0 0
w xBecause V is the value function, we have for all h g 0, h
V t y h , z t y h F V t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
Thereby
D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0 ;¤ g F t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .› 0 0 0 0
i.e.,
sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
2.4. Bilateral Solutions
In this section we prove that the value function is a bilateral solution of
Ž .HJB equation 5 .
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THEOREM 2.10. Let V be the ¤alue function with the hypotheses
v Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 , H3 , H6 , H7 , H9 .
v Ž .  4 Ž Ž .. Ž .; t, x g V, y1 = yF t, x ; T t, x .V
Ž . Ž .If 0 - t - T and t , x g Dom V , then we ha¤e0 0 0
; p , p g › V t , x , yp q H t , x y p s 0. 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y 0 0 t 0 0 x
Ž . Ž .If 0, x g Dom V , then we ha¤e0
; p , p g › V 0, x , yp q H 0, x , yp G 0. 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y 0 t 0 x
Ž . Ž .If T , x g Dom V , then we ha¤e0
; p , p g › V T , x , yp q H T , x , yp F 0. 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y 0 t 0 x
Proof. Let t - T. By Theorem 2.7 we have0
inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
Ž w x.We know see 11 that
› V t , x s p , p ‹ ; u , ¤ g R = Rn ,Ž . Ž . Ž .y 0 0 t x
² :D V t , x u , ¤ G p , p , u , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4› 0 0 t x
Therefore we have
0 G inf D V t , x 1, ¤Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
² :G p q inf p , ¤t x
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
s p y H t , x , yp . 13Ž . Ž .t 0 0 x
Let t ) 0. By Theorem 2.9 we have0
0 G sup D V t , x y1, y¤Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
² :G yp q sup y p , ¤t x
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
s yp q H t , x , yp . 14Ž . Ž .t x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The relations 13 and 14 imply 10 , 11 , and 12 .
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2.5. Monotonicity of Contingent Solutions
 4THEOREM 2.11. Let V: V “ R j q‘ be lower semicontinuous. Sup-
Ž . Ž .pose H1 , H4 , and that F is upper semicontinuous. Then the following two
statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i For all t , x g Dom V with t - T ,0 0 0
inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . g Ž .ii For all t , x g Dom V with t - T , there exists x g S x0 0 0 w t , T x 00
such that
w xV t , x t F V t , x ; t g t , T .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Assume i . Fix t , x g Dom V with t - T. Define the0 0 0
ˆ n nupper semicontinuous set-valued map F: R = R = R § R = R = R byq
 4  41 = F t , x = 0 when t - TŽ .
Fˆ t , x , z sŽ . ½ w x  4  40, 1 = co F t , x j 0 = 0 when t G T .Ž .Ž .
Consider the viability problem:
X ˆt , x , z g F t , x , zŽ . Ž .
t , x , z t s t , x , V t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0 0
t , x , z g Ep V .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .By the fact that Ep D V t, x s T t, x, V t, x , for all t, x, z g› EpŽV .
Ž .Ep V , we have
Fˆ t , x , z l T t , x , V t , x / B.Ž . Ž .Ž .EpŽV .
The viability theorem implies that the above problem has a solution
w xt , T 2 t ‹ t , x t , z t g Ep V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Therefore
w xV t , x t F z t s V t , x ; t g t , TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .and since V t, x s q‘ for all t, x f V,
w xg t , x t F 0 ; t g t , T .Ž .Ž . 0
Ž .Thus ii follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely assume ii . Fix t , x g Dom V with t - T. Because F is0 0 0
Ž . qupper semicontinuous and F t , x is compact, there exists h “ 0 and0 0 n
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¤ g Rn such that
x t q h y x tŽ . Ž .0 n 0 “ ¤ .
hn
w x Ž .By 1, p. 21 , ¤ g F t , x . Hence0 0
V t q h , x t q h y V t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 n 0 n 0 0
D V t , x 1, ¤ F lim infŽ . Ž .› 0 0 q hh “0n n
F 0.
 4THEOREM 2.12. Let V: V “ R j q‘ be lower semicontinuous. Sup-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .pose H1 , H2 , H4 , H8 , and that for all t, x g Dom V with t ) 0,
sup D V t , x y1, ¤ F 0,Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
Ž . g Ž . w xthen ; t , x g V, ; x g S x , and ; t g t , T ,0 0 w t , T x 0 00
V t , x F V t , x t .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Moreo¤er, if F is Lipschitz and
 4y1 = yF t , x ; T t , x ; t , x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . V
then the con¤erse is also true.
w xProof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for t s T. By 2 , ;0 F t - T
n Ž . Ž . Žand ; x g R such that T y t, x g Dom V , we have for all z G V T y
.t, x ,
 4  4y1 = yF T y t , x = 0 ; T T y t , x , z . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . EpŽV .
 n 5 5 4 w xLet U s g R ‹ x F 1 . By Theorem 9.7.2 of 2 , we know that there
w x n nexists a continuous function f : 0, T = R = U “ R such that
v
nŽ . w x Ž . Ž .; t, x g 0, T = R , F t, x s f t, x, U .
v Ž . Ž . w x;u g U, f t, ? , u is 10nk t -Lipschitz a.e. in 0, T .
v
nŽ . w x Ž .; t, x g 0, T = R and ; u, ¤ g U
5 Ž . Ž .5 Ž 5 5.5 5f t, x, u y f t, x, ¤ F 10n sup y u y ¤ .y g F Ž t, x .
Ž . g Ž .Fix t , x g V and x g S x . It is sufficient to consider the case0 0 w t , T x 00
Ž Ž .. w xwhere V T , x T - q‘. By Theorem 8.2.10 of 2 , there exists a measur-
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w xable function u: 0, T “ U such that
xX t s f t , x t , u t a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xConsider a sequence of continuous functions u : 0, T “ U which con-k
1Ž .verges to u in L t , T ; U and let x be the solution of0 k
X w xx t s f t , x t , u t , t g t , TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k k 0
x T s x T .Ž . Ž .k
Gronwall’s lemma implies that x converge uniformly to x. On the otherk
hand the function
t ‹ T y t , x T y t , V T , x TŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
is the unique solution of
g X t s y1Ž .
Xy t s yf T y t , y t , u T y tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Xz t s 0Ž .
g , y , z 0 s T , x T , V T , x T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 15 we have for all g , x, z g Ep V ,
y1, yf g , x , u g , 0 g T g , x , z .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k EpŽV .
Ž .  Ž Ž ..4Because t, x § yf T y t, x, u T y t is continuous, we deduce fromk
the viability theorem that there exists at least one solution to the above
system
w x0, T y t 2 t ‹ g t , y t , z t g Ep V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Thereby for all 0 F t F T y t ,0
T y t , x T y t , V T , x T g Ep V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
i.e., for all 0 F t F T y t ,0
V T , x T G V T y t , x T y t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k
In particular
V t , x t F V T , x T .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 k 0
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Hence we have
V t , x F lim inf V t , x tŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 k 0
k“‘
F V T , x T .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, let t , x g Dom V be such that t ) 0. Fix ¤ g F t , x .0 0 0 0 0
In the proof of Theorem 2.9 we have seen that there exists h ) 0 and
g Ž Ž .. Ž .z g S z t y h such that z t s x andw t yh, t x 0 0 00 0
z t y h y z tŽ . Ž .0 0
lim s y¤ .
q hh“0
Ž Ž .. Ž .On the other hand V t y h, z t y h F V t , x . Hence0 0 0 0
V t y h , z t y h y V t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
D V t , x y1, y¤ F lim infŽ . Ž .› 0 0 q hh“0
F 0.
Because ¤ is arbitrary, we have
sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .› 0 0
Ž .¤gF t , x
2.6. Value Function and Contingent Solutions
 4THEOREM 2.13. Let V: V “ R j q‘ be the ¤alue function with the
hypotheses
v Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 , H4 , H6 , H9 .
v Ž .  4 Ž Ž .. Ž .; t, x g V, y1 = yF t, x ; T t, x .V
Then V is the unique lower semicontinuous function which satisfies
V T , ? s c ? in VŽ . Ž . T
; t , x g Dom VŽ . Ž .
16Ž .0 F t - T « inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0Ž . Ž .¤ g F Ž t , x . ›
0 - t F T « sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .¤ g F Ž t , x . ›
Proof. Theorems 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9 imply that V is lower semicontinuous
Ž .and satisfies 16 .
 4Conversely consider a l.s.c. function W: V “ R j q‘ which satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž .16 . Fix t , x g Dom W with t - T. By Theorem 2.11 there exists0 0 0
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g Ž .x g S x such thatw t , T x 00
w xW t , x t F W t , x ; t g t , T .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0
On the other hand we have
V t , x F c x T s W T , x T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Hence
W G V .
gŽ . Ž . Ž .Now consider t , x g Dom V with t ) 0 and x g S x such0 0 0 w t , T x 00
Ž . Ž Ž ..that V t , x s c x T . We have0 0
W F V .
Indeed by Theorem 2.12,
W t , x F W T , x T s c x T s V t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Hence
W s V .
2.7. Alternate Boundary Conditions
 4THEOREM 2.14. Suppose V: V “ R j q‘ is l.s.c. and all the hypothe-
ses of Theorem 2.13 are ¤erified. If
; t , x g Dom V with 0 - t - T , and ; p , p g › V t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y
yp q H t , x , yp s 0Ž .t x
q; x g V , V 0, x s lim inf V t , xŽ . Ž .0 t “ 0 , x “ x
y; x g V , V T , x s lim inf V t , x ,Ž . Ž .T t “ T , x “ x
Ž . Ž .then we ha¤e for all t, x g Dom V ,
0 - t F T « sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0 17Ž . Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
0 F t - T « inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0. 18Ž . Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
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w x Ž . Ž .Proof. Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 of 12 imply that for all t, x g Dom V
with 0 - t - T , we have
inf D V t , x 1, ¤ F 0,Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
sup D V t , x y1, y¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .›
Ž .¤gF t , x
Hence by Theorems 2.11 and 2.12, for all 0 - t F t - T ,1 2
; t , x g V ; x g S g x , V t , x F V t , x t 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 w t , t x 1 1 1 2 21 2
and
; t , x g Dom V ’ x g S g x , V t , x s V t , x t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 w t , t x 1 1 1 2 21 2
20Ž .
yŽ Ž .. Ž .Fix x g Dom V T , ? and let t “ T , x “ x be such that t , x g Vi i i i
and
lim V t , x s V T , x .Ž . Ž .i i
i“q‘
Ž .Note that such a sequence t , x exists by the hypotheses. Consideri i
g Ž . Ž . wx g V and x g S x such that x T s x. The Theorem 3.2 of 1, p.0 0 w0, T x 0
nx Ž . Ž .120 implies that there exists y g R and y g S y such that y t s xi i w0, T x i i i i
w x Ž .and y “ x uniformly in 0, T . On the other hand y T y ? is a solu-i i
tion of
xX t g yF T y t , x tŽ . Ž .Ž .
x T y t s xŽ .i i
w xon T y t , T . Therefore we deduce by the invariance hypotheses thati
g Ž .y g S y . Then we have, by fixing t with 0 - t - T , for all sufficientlyi w0, t x ii
large i,
V t , y t F V t , y t s V t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i i i
Because V is l.s.c., we have
V t , x t F lim inf V t , y tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .i
i“q‘
F lim inf V t , xŽ .i i
i“q‘
s V T , x .Ž .
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Ž .We have proven that 19 is also true when t s T. Hence by Theorem2
Ž .2.12 we have 17 .
qŽ . Ž . Ž .Now fix 0, x g Dom V . Let t “ 0 and x “ x be such that t , xi i i i
g V and
V 0, x s lim V t , x .Ž . Ž .i i
i“q‘
g Ž . Ž .Let y g V and x g S y be such that x t s x andi 0 i w0, T x i i i i
1
; t F t F T y , V t , x s V t , x t .Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i ii
Note that such x exists by Theorems 2.11 and 2.12. Then there exists ai
Ž . Ž .subsequence x of x such thati ik
gx “ x uniformly with x g S x .Ž .i w0, T xk
Indeed this was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.6. Because V is lower
semicontinuous, we have
V 0, x s lim V t , xŽ . Ž .i i
i“q‘
s lim V t , xŽ .i ik kk“q‘
s lim V t , x tŽ .Ž .i kk“q‘
G V t , x t .Ž .Ž .
Ž .We proved that 20 is also true when t s 0. Hence by Theorem 2.11 we1
Ž .have 18 .
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN DEFINITIONS OF SOLUTIONS
We start by the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 are ¤erified, F is
Ž .Lipschitz, and ; t, x g V,
 4y1 = yF t , x ; T t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž . V
Let V denote the ¤alue function. Then for all x g V ,T
V T , x s lim inf V t , xŽ . Ž .
yt“T , x“x
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and for all x g V ,0
V 0, x s lim inf V t , x .Ž . Ž .
qt“0 , x“x
y Ž .Proof. Let x g V , t “ T , x “ x, and t , x g V be such thatT i i i i
lim V t , x s lim inf V t , x .Ž .Ž .i i yi“q‘ t“T , x“x
Ž .Consider the solution x ? ofi
X w xx t s yF T y t , x t on 0, T y tŽ . Ž .Ž . i
x 0 s x .Ž .
Set
y ? s x T y ? .Ž . Ž .i i
Applying the method of the proof of Theorem 2.9, we have
gy g S y t and y T s x .Ž . Ž .Ž .i w t , T x i i i
Moreover
y t “ x .Ž .i i
Because V is the value function,
V t , y t F c y TŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
and thereby
V T , x F lim V t , xŽ . Ž .i i
i“q‘
s lim inf V t , xŽ .
yt“T , x“x
F lim inf V t , y tŽ .Ž .i i i
i“q‘
F lim inf c y TŽ .Ž .i
i“q‘
s c xŽ .
s V T , xŽ .
because V is lower semicontinuous.
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g gŽ . Ž .Let x g V . By the hypotheses S x is compact. Let x g S x be0 w0, T x w0, T x
such that
V 0, x s c x T s V t , x t ; t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Thereby
lim inf V t , x F lim inf V t , x tŽ . Ž .Ž .
qq t“0t“0 , x“x
s V 0, xŽ .
F lim inf V t , x .Ž .
qt“0 , x“x
Now we can prove our main theorem.
 4THEOREM 3.2. Let V: V “ R j q‘ be a lower semicontinuous func-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion. Suppose H1 , H4 , H6 , H9 , and that for all t, x g V,
 4y1 = yF t , x ; T t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž . V
Then the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .i V is the ¤alue function.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii V T , ? s c ? on V andT
g w x; t , x g V , ; x g S x , ; t g t , T ,Ž . Ž .0 0 w t , T x 0 00
V t , x t G V t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . 0 0
g w x; t , x g Dom V , ’ x g S x , ; t g t , T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 w t , T x 0 00
V t , x t F V t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0
Ž .iii V is a contingent solution.
Ž .iv V is a bilateral solution.
Ž . Ž . Ž .v V T , ? s c ? on V ,T
; t , x g Dom V with 0 - t - T , ; p , p g › V t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t x y
yp q H t , x , yp s 0Ž .t x
; x g V , V 0, x s lim inf V t , xŽ . Ž .0 qt“0 , x“x
; x g V , V T , x s lim inf V t , x .Ž . Ž .T yt“T , x“x
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Ž . Ž .Proof. The proof of i m ii is elementary.
Ž . Ž .By Theorems 2.11 and 2.12, iii « ii .
Ž . Ž .By Theorems 2.7 and 2.9, i « iii .
w x Ž . Ž .By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 of 12 , iv « iii .
Ž . Ž .By Theorem 2.10, i « iv .
Ž . Ž .By Theorem 2.14, v « iii .
Ž . Ž .By Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 3.1, i « v .
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